23 hint of plumes vary with Climate
69 bullion or variation of Brock or
Techo saliceti
70 may that tailors have 100000 of
quo.carnal (in Spenser) can then
be composition of sub.montary
(although when I talk of variation of
being free & not jumbled)
69 Reference to Brandy papers, I have not
74 in chance of Buck's wings 2 feet. tame
103 a variety of sparrows with collection in
Rugia
143 corner of Fasse & C. Corny
apparently splendid & wild a doubtful spec.
157 in Tetch's saliceti sections
buy same shares
722. on variability of head & beak
Bread, make some of his series for single
specimen & by specimens.
722. Cytptm. 18 or 20 fine feathers
731. beak & length of thing in outer section
variable - so is it with inner piece
733. last feather narrower in number in
Cytptm. with age

Bunck in Feis 1828. Band XXII

1829 Band XVII
1829 laudal narrower with age. variable
in outer section - 16-20!

1832 on the Sparsa Cl. 4
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